FRONT FENDER INSTALLATION / MX-250

This bulletin has been revised and now contains the correct washer part number. Please discard the original bulletin.

The MX-250 front fender installation requires spacing washers between the fender and front fork lower bracket to insure proper venting of the fuel tank vent hose through the fork stem. Do not drill fender as this hole could be plugged with mud.

Use eight washers part No. 74517-61P or four equivalent washers size 1/4 in. I.D. X 5/8 in. O.D. X 1/8 in. thick, located as shown in illustration below.

Use 8 washers part No. 74517-61P
-or-
4 equivalent washers
1/4 ID x 5/8 OD
x 1/8 thick

MX-250 Front Fender Mounting
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